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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIOM
There 1s quite a difference of opinion as to the
tent of the Mi d dle Agea.

ex-

'

We will take the middle groun~

and roughly limit this era to the years between $00 A. D.
and l~OO A. D.

This procedure is to be preferred abovo

others which begin or end an era w1 th a certain person or
event, be cause an era is not ushered in overnight, but 1s
rather a gr adual and often barely perceptible process.

There will b e a few instances in the course of this thesis
where ma teri al extending a number of years either way beyond

the above chronologloal boundaries will be presented, in
order to establish the necassary continuity.
In addition to this chronological treatment, the subject is also tre a ted topically, beginning with systematic

and exegetical medieval theology.

A resume of the trans-

lations in ~o other tongues then follows.

Whers possible, a

tew observations are included which make some particular

translat t on noteworthy.

This section on translations is

followed by a chapter on the use and study of Scripture in
pedagogical activities.

A ooncluding chapter presents

material dealing w1th the use of the Bible among the laity.

It will at once become evident that in the chapter
last mentioned two schools ot thought are very much in
evidence.

The one school contends that Scripture was

2

widely circulated among the laity, and the other contends

that very few of the laity ever had access to Scripture or
any part of it.

We have presented the arguments of both

schools, at t h e s ame time presenting any fallac1os and/or
weaknesses i n th.a respe,ot:l:ve contentions.
A major problem e1.coun";ered in the preparation ot the

thesis was the almost embarrassing p,auoi.ty of material.> Thia
deficiency of material, however, only aei,ves to prove the
neo,easity for treatment of such a topic.

During this era

the lamp of loarning flickered low, and books were at a pre-

Was the Bible used at all during this time?

mium.

by whom?

If so,

Did the populace as a whole feed on it, or did

their share consist exclusively of legends of the saints,
papal formul ations, conciliar pronouncements, and monkish
piety?

To answer these questions fully, with full atten-

tion given to the num~rous and most enticing ramifications
and sidelines, would be more 1n the scope ot a doctoral
dissertat ion.

I n thia thesis we shall merely attempt to

reproduce general impres s ions and views gleaned from
secondary source s exclusively.

This is the plan and outlim, of the thesis.

It is

brief, but only because medieval scholarship, both American
and European, has heretofore left thin field relatively
unexplored and unteuched.

What has so tar been done has

senea merely to scratch· the surtaoe, and our thesis, theretore, only reflects the sources upon which. it is baaed.

,

CHAPTER II
Mf~D!J~VAL n:gr.urnnmUTICS AND EY~GESIS

Gene.r al Background
Riso of the Allegorical Method
No one will deny that Scripture, directly or indirectly,
played a large part 1n medieval life and

thought.

It played

an important and varied role especially in the monastic
system.

Smalley has tQis to say of the relation between

the Bible and monasticism:
The Bible was the book of the prote~sed religious;
leotio d!vina was a traditional part of the monastic
'rout!ne~Wllen a reli§ious oPder distrusted learning,
its reading was "holy without being 11 aerious" 1n a
sc1en.t1fic sense; on th.e other hand, an order
friendl y to learning produced Biblical scholars; .the
ninth-century Benedictines, the V1otor1nea, the
fl'i ar s. 'rheref'ore the history of Biblical scholarship deiended on that of religious organization and
refor m.
·
Noteworthy also was the influence of Aristotle and
Ari.stotle' s style anci system on med le val Biblical scholar-

ship.

Received from the Greek through the Arabic and

finally into Latin, his works were read with avidity, and
his techniques were most studiously applied to Biblical
exposition.

Smalley sums up his influence thus, referring

to the medieval student: "Aristotle caused him to see
1 aeryl Smalley, Stu~y g!_ the Bible in!!!!, Middle Ages
(Oxford, The Clarendon Presa,~), P• xiv.

...

4
Scripture as fr.eshly as he aaw all c~eat1on."l
However, the study of Scripture apparently was not
confined exclusively to the monastery.

Scripture seemed

to be fairly common also- among the populace, and Rand's
use of the follow1llis excerpt from Jerome seems to bear.
this out:
It 1a generally admitted that only a doctor should
prao·t1co medicine and only a carpenter should build a
hou~a. '?he art of searching the Scriptures is the only
one that everybody is sure he possesses. The Scriptures are common property for the loquacious old
woman, for the loony old man, for the long-winded
public le·c turer, for every Tom, Dick and Harry to preempt and tear to pieoos and teach before they learn them.
Some Yli th l01i t brows and an array of big words,
·
philosophize inter mul1eroulaa~ Some learn~-good
Lord deli ve1• u'.s--i"rom women wnat they teach to men.
And, as if that were not enough, they acquire acer~
tain rac111ty~ •• th&y can wrest from Scripture any
meaning t .ha.t thoy wish to find there, As though wo
were not fe.miliar with Homer~oentones and Virgil•
centones, and had not learned to call Virgil a
Chris~1an without Christ ror singing "Now comes the
\r:J.rgin, Saturn's :tteign returns, and a new race drops
down from lofty heaven (V rg" ec. IV, 6-7}. All
tho.t ia childish etu.ff •••

2

Th.is letter of Jerome indicates several very noteworthy
trends which were obv1oasly in evidence already in the r1rth
century, a.~d which co~t!nued long into the Middle Ages.

One

was the tondenoy to read persQnally des1Pable mGaninga into
Scripture.

The other was the tendency to put Ohri~tian

interpretations on the words o~ Homer and Virgil, as, for
example was done with the above refere.ncos to "the Virgin"
l ~ . , P .• xv.

~Rd!.r..! ~ ~ 111ddla At5es (Oambr1dge,
Harvard University Presa, 194l), PP• 117-118.
2Edward I<.• Rand,

s
and the "new race".
Jerome's phrase "they can wrest trom Scripture any
meaning that they wish to find there" seems to portend a
-peculiarly medieval practice, and one which still e~ists

in modified rorms today.

This p~~otioe gave us the well-

known fourfold 1nterprotat1on of Scr1pture--the literal,
moral, myst1c &l, and anagogioal interpretation.

This

practice, we are told, began as early as Ambrose, who
first intr•od\..i. ced and popularized this particulai- practice.1

Ambros e h imself exemplified his own principles in his

m,
-De Abraha
thif1

\'7 hich he addressed to his con.t'1rmat1on class.

p a r•tioul a r work he attempted to portray Abraham as the

In

ideal ma.n, and ~h e Wedding git'ts ot brac_elete and earrings

presented to Rebeccn as good works and pious attention,
reapect1vely . 2
·rheodo r e or Mopsuestia began, at about the same time,
another profoundly important trend.

He is g,nerally

credited with being one of the first to obaerv9 hermeneutical pr i nciples.

He gives close atten '.:ion to particles,

moods, and general te~mtnology.

Although he places great
-

emphasis on contemporary Biblical life, he has no use at all
for Or1gen1st1c allegory.3

-

1Ib1d., p. 86.
2 Ib1d., p.

89.

3F. w. Farrar, Hiatory of Interpretation (New York,

Dutton, 1886), pp. 215-216: __.

6
At tho time of Gregory the Great, however, Theodore's
influence \vas negl i glblo, and A.rnbrose' ~ allegorical method
held sway.
Gregory's ~

gv:td ence of Am.brose' a Method is to be found in
alin

in~'

tary on t h e book o f ,Toh.

which is an allecorical commen-

In t hil'I commenta,r y Job ia made to

typify Chrtat, wh1lo Job's wife typifi1~a the temptations of

the flesh, and Job's oounsollora typify the her&siarchs.l

This commentary seoms to have been tho signal tor the

general prod!.l.c t1on of C<!>llltnentari es, all employing tho allegorical method.

From now on through to the Rero~u1ation a

very elab orate ~ystem of oor4Ulents.ries is built up, inclu-

-

ding ~loss e s a nd o.:M.ea t 1.ones.
~

Furthermore, scholars also

wrote c o mmsn t9.r•i es on the corrunentar1as, and g e nerally
added to the hu ge Md confus1nc; bulk or exposition ·and in-

terpretat i on of Scripture.

As to the nature and content

of thosl) mo.ny and varh>8 ated conimentar1ea, Smalley has
the following excellent summary to offer:

We then discover that what we should now call exe•
gei; i ;3 , wh l.ch :i.s b i..sed. on the study of the t•xt ~..nd
of Biblical history, in its widest sense, belongs to
.t he nlib o r a l expoei:i;i on11 •

Tb.e nsp1r1tual ex pos1tionu

generally consists of pious mel:~ationa or religious
t&ac b.i ni.: :."or wh ich t he t ext i8 used me1,ely aG a
starting point. It follows that so long as. this conc ep t ion of E:!.ble stud i es holds good, wo shall have
many commentaries containing little exegesis •••• we. 2
are invi ted to look not t!lt the text, but through i\i.
Front the s~venth century on, oven tlle great~st

lRnnd, .2.E.• ~ . , P• 31.
2 smallev oo. cit., P• 2.
6
~

--

1
intellect ual li ght;s are merely oompilers.

Or1g1nnl1ty was

11 ttla known. · As a na tUits:l reeul t aystemat1o theology was.

11ke the rn.orality of this period, Ylitbout any relation to
Sorlptu,:,e. 1
The Holo ot t ho Glosses and

or

...

.

the Glosaa Ord1n&l'ia

Tbe ,1 lovan t h and twelfth oontur1es t>~oduced all aorta

or

e omp1la t1ons and comp1lat1ono

oollect1ons

or

or

compilations.

~·:heso

1ntorprotat1one were not only 1nd1sc~1m1nate

ancl S.llol;io nl in t heir mixture, but thoy were also entirely

d6vo1d or hor meneut !oal pr1nc1plee. 2

The most notable ot

-

theae onmp il!'it~.on e waa t b e Gloasa 01-d!naria, erroneously

balittv0d t o have been t he work c;f one WalRtrid Strabo.

It

is e.n abr1dgmJe nt o.t' all the patr!st!o commentariofl on all

the booko

or

t he R!ble .

Despite its dof1c ! enc1ee, however,

lta tame put this work into every monas~io library in the
twelfth contury.

Although !twas only a oomp1lat1on, it was a "aolU'oe

ot pr1mal'y impot• tanoe to students of the Bible !'or many
yo~a 11 • 3 Th ere ho.a been considerable doubt as to the
authorshi p

or

t.he <l-loeaa !)rdi nar1a, but we do know that

Anselm ot Laon (d. 1117) 1s the main author.

P.e was res-

ponsible ror the Gloss on St. Paul and the Paalter, and per

1
Farr~, op. o1t., p.

245 tt.

2 Ib1d., p. 251 t.

3J. P. Whitne y, et al, "Germany and tho Western Empire"•
Vol. III , 'l'h e Cambridge Medieval Hiatorz, ed. u. W• Gwatkin ·
(Ca111br1dge;,i'he Un1vera1ty Pztea•, i9jo), PP• 521-,522.

8
haps also f'o:r the Gloss on the Gospel

ot St. 0-ohn.

His

brother, Ralph, 1s responsible for the Gloss on St. ·
Matthew, while Anselm's pupil, Gilbert the Universal, co~piled glosses on the Pentateuch and the Proohets.

Gilbert

accomplished this some time before he became bishop of London 1n 1128.

The other collaborators are unknown.l

As was already mentioned, the Glossa Ordinaria is a
compilation of material from various sources.

We know that

Anselm and his assistants worked about 1100-1130, and this
is accordingly the approximate time whan the Glossa

Ordinaria was compiled.

The Gloss was the successor

glossalia, wh ich it finally superseded.

or

the

Meanwhile, the Vul-

gate was accumulating 1nuoh prefatory matter which, in tum,

centered in the prologues of Jerome.

Other explanatory

matter , in the form of glosses, all of which varied from
copy to copy, were being produced in abundance.

The eighth-

and ninth-century scholars were especially active in producing these glosses, and the eleventh-century scholars
tollvwed their example~

Gradually this apparatus grew 1n

volume as successive layers of glosses came to overlay the
text.
Lanfrano•s glosses on the Pauline Epistles received
two additional sets

or

glosses, one ascribed to St. Augus-

tine, and the other to Ambrose (Ambrosiaster).

1 smalley, .2E.•

.!!!•, P• 339 t.

Thia oom-
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b1nat1on, in turn, served as "expositor" to _some anonymous
sohola.r, who quotes it in his oommontary as glosa.

This

same- expositor was then merged into two other big collections.

These contained gleases ascribed to Berengal" and

Drogo.

Responsib111ty and whatever credit there 1s for

introducing the Glossa Ord1nar1a as the standard commentary
goes to Gilbert de la Porree, a pupil of Anselm, and to
Peter Lom.ba1"d.

Gilbex-t made an expansion

or

the -patztistic

glosses in Anselm's O·loss on St. Paul and the Psalter, which

expansion then became known as the Media GlosatUl'a.

Peter

Lombard also expanded the Gloss on these two portions of
Scripture, ,vhile carefully preserving the Anselm1an text
as a nucleus.

This oomp1lat1en is now known as the Magna

Glosatura, bel i eved to have been written between 1135-6 and

1142-3.

About a generation latel.', lectures on Scripture

were glossing the Gloss or the Magna GloBatura.

As far as

can be determined, the earliest example of such a gloss on
the Gloss is a series of lectures given by Peter C-omestor
on the Gospels; probably delivered before he became ·Chancellor in 1168.

He himself simply refers to 1t as Glosa ·-

F~om about the middle of the twelfth century a glossed
Bible no:-mally contained the same set of prefaces and
glosses, which comprised the Gloss 1t·s elt. Minor vai-1at1ons,

or

course, were always to be found in the different copies,

but no gross changes or additions are in evidence.
Gloss, originating 1n Paris, was spread throughout

The

10
Christendom/and finally accepted aa the standard work.l
We have sketched the story of the Gloss 1n somewhat
greater detail, becauae 1 t epitomizes. modi.eval acade1'!lic

proced~re in dealing with commentarie, on Scripture.

It

shows also hor1 the works of the great minds ot pre~ious

generations were held almos.t 1n veneration·.
Successive Decrease in Original Contributions
S1noe about 908 A.D., no 1mportnnt commentarioa, and.even no C<:ourpila ti ons of an.y 1mporta.nco • appeo,~ed, aside tram

the Gloss! .9.!:!!_inaria and the Magna Glosatura.

Thio situation

prevailed in tha cathedral achools ao well as !n the
monastic schools.

War and the Viking 1nves1on are ln-

suffic 1.ent expl r.m e.tions.

The real i-eason for this decline

in Biblict1l scholarship was o. sl:1ft of interest.

The empha-

sis waa now being placed on the liturgy, at tho expense
study ..

or

W:t t h t he liturgical offices multiplying, the lect1o

d1v1na moved into the choir.

Creative energy was e~pan.ded

in the interest of greater 1nvontion in religious and
liturgical poetry and drama.

The abbots at the famous

monastery at Cluny were more interested in the dramatic and
emotional aspects of Scriptur.e .

Th~ cathed~al school

teachers, on the other hand, gave their preference to the
arts and sciences over theology.

But, when origlne.l exegesis

was revived towards the middle of the eleventh century, ·.
1

Ib1d., P•

4,.2 t.

11

the long preparation was benot1o1al in the final analysis.
Oommentators of this oentuey bl'ought to their studies a
fresh awareness of the difficulties to be raced, along with
new and more forceful techniques to meet these ditficulties.

1

Contributions of the Victorine Tradition
A study, regardless of how sketchy, must inolud~ some
aooount of the V1ctorines an~ th0se who kept their tradition

Of the Victorines, · And1~ew; Hugh, and Richard of St.

alive.

Victor, the first two are aupecially prominent, and hence
engage our interest.

Andrew of St. Victor
Andrew of St. Victor is to be remembered for several
reasons.

He believed that Scripture should be expounded

"according to the suri'aee
the t1rst Western

or

the lette1~,r, and is therefore

commentator to attempt a purely literal

interpretation 01' the Old Testament.
reason especially he is know-A as a

11

Perhaps tor this
socond Jel9ome" •

Ht, had

a vary high regard for Jewish interpretation as being plain~
er, simpler, and more intelligible. 2 However, foll·of!ing
Augustine in the conv1Qtion that each text~ to have a
literal m~aning, he fell into the incorrect ·asaumptiom that

the literal meaning ot a text must of necessity be what the
Jews say of 1

l

-

t.3

Ibid. , p •

2 Ibid.,

P•

29 t.

15S.

3rbtd., PP• 14,e-ll\2•
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Like Aolfr:tc 1n his vernaoular homilies, and Christian

of stavelot in his co~mentary on Matthew, Andrew also explained Sc1'iptu1•e 1n terms of everyday lite.

But, whereas

Aelfric Wl'Ote for the pariah priest and laity, and Christian

·wrote for the "simple-mi nded" brothers of his particular
monastery, Andrew restricted his ·~ork to the intellectuals.
The novelty of h is procedure lies in adapting the metho~s of
elomontary education t o the scholar, substituting atra1ght-

1'orward c omparison s f or subtle and ingenious ones heretofore
consider ed proper only for a clerkly audienc.e .

In addition,

he used topical and clas s ical allusions, not to distract or
to divert, out to fix attention more closely on the text. 1
His chief iruportance and greatest claim to our 1ntex-est,
however, i s h is use of Jewish ·c:. :•c,dit1on, as well ~s Jewish
exposition.

"Literal exposition" as he conceived it was a

real eoisnce, and "he went into the vast, uncatalogued
sto1'e-room of Eebrew learn1ngu. 2 For this reason also he

is considered the forerunner of modern Biblical philology,
and the ~ather of lexicons and conoerdanoes.3
Hugh of ~t. Victor .
Eugh of St. Victor's con tribution to 0 1bl!.ce.l scl:1r•·lariShip tn the · !~i ddle Ages was of a some,1he.t di ftet'ent, nature•

He taught that lee.rn!.ng must be fittec'. into the three-fold

1 Ibid., p. 118.

-

2

-

!b1d., P• 120.

3!b1d., p.

1.55.
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exposition , v1z • ., tho 11tei,al h1ator1oal sense, the allegor1co.~

sense, and thG tropologionl sonao.

A epeo1al course of

atudioa was rocor'l1Jt1Emded 11s pi-el1minary to the 1nveat1gat1on
ot eaoh sense..

fl.

thorough reading of Genesis, Bxodua,

Joshua, J1ad g es, Kings, Cl-'t..ron1olea, the Gospela, and the

Acta is rscommended as

preparatorv. to a studyot the r1rst

To pr epare tor a study

sense.

or

the aeoond sense, Hugh

advised the student to begin w.lth the books or the Uew

Testament which aro rioheat 1n doctrine.

Theae would be

Matthew, ,Tohn, the TI;-p1stlas and Revelation, then the

Hexaemeron, the Law, Isaiah, the beginning and end of
Ezekiel, Job, Song of Solomon, a~d PsalMa.

What geography

and his t ory a1."e t o the t1rat aonae, doctt91ne 1a to tha

aeoond sense.

For Hugh, the object ot the lect1o div1na

ia knowledge and v1rtuo, the tormer being covered by the
tirat two senses, the latter by the thil'd.

li'or the study

ot the third sense, eei-tain parta or the Bible and st;
Gregory are useful.

Tho aontus1ng aspect ot all this

is that Hugh has "h1stol"f", "allegory", and "ti-opol.ogy

0

reter both to the aubjoct matter of Scr1ptlll'e as well as
to the method ot axpoait1on. 1

Like Andrew, his predec.u,aaor, Hugh also had very high

regll?'d ro-r- the lettfn.. of Scripture, nl.thoush tor him it 18
merely the handmaiden of all<tgory.

His own words •111

clarity his position 1n this matter as tollowa:

1·

~ · - pp. 62-63.

The myat .'.tcal sense 1s only gathered ti-om what the letter
says in the first place. I wonder how many people have
the face to boast themselves teachers of allegory, when
they do n ot knoVI the primary meaning of the letter •••
Do riot despise what is lowly 1n God's word, tor by lowliness you will be enlightened to d1vin1ty ••• Read
Scripture then, and first earn carefully what it tells
you was done in the flesh. 1
.
Later, in his !rolosue 12, Ecclesiaate~, Hugh's regard
for the letter of Scripture seems to have increased, even at
the expense of allego1..y and tropology, ·as is evidenced by
the following quotat ion:
All Scr ipture i f expounded aocordi !'1.g to 1ts own proper
me anin~ will gain in clarity and present itself to the
r oade r s intelligence more easily. Many exegetes 1 who
do not und~rstand this virtue of Scripture, cloud over
its seeml y beauty by irrelevant couments. When they
ought t o disclose what is hidden, they obscure even
tha t which is plain ••• And ao 1 in this wo-r k, I do not think
that one sh ould toil much after tropologies or mystical
alle gor1c al senaes through the whole course of the
argumen t ••• 2
Yet, s t range~ as 1 t may seem, Hugh of St. Victor' a

Eruditio ,D1das cl11a hopelessly perverted the theory of
exegesis, ob~cu:•1ng the meaning with a multiplicity of words, -

no originalit y, no references to the originals, and trivialities everyvrhere in evidence-. 3
The "Biblical-Moral Schoo'l 11 ; ,1,f~gist:M: Sacrae Paginae
The Victorine tradi t ion of concern for the letter of
Scripture and scholarly attention thereto was continued by
the Magistri Saerao Paginae at Paris.

1 Ibid., pp. 68-69.

-

2 Ibid., P•

75.

)Farrar, .21?.• ~·• p. 252

r.

Here at the tmiver-

15
eity thoy chan()ed t he lectio divina into the academic lecture course.

Of these '' Magistri 11 the thrae moat famous

and moat widely read and copied were Peter Oomestor
(d. ca. 1169), Patel.. the Chanter (d. 1197), and

Stephen

La11gton ( d. 1228) , all of whem comprise what Iifgr. Grab::iann
is pleased to call "the Biblical-moral school."

While

other Paris masters left glosse~ on the Psalms and the
Pauline Epis t les, these t l~ree made original contributions
to the study

of Scripture as a whole.

The Comestor left

his Historie5- and Gospel glosses, while the Chanter and
Langton cont ributed a vast series of glosses covering the
Old and New Te s tarnents. 1
Al though this "Biblical-moral!' school continued the
Victorine tradition, yet, compared with Hugh or St. Victor's
spiritual exposition, the "Biblical-moral school has much

more originalit y.

On the other hand, however, Hugh's

exposition 1a leas artificial 1n its technique.

The

difference in the type of content is due to a difference
in aim.

'I'he a im of' these Paris masters 1s to train the

scholar for an active career, not to help the religious
individual in his meditations.

The difference in tech-

nique, on the other hand, is due rather to the rapid and
unpree.edented technioal development of the twelfth cen2
tury, and especially to the rise of the distinotio.

lsmnll~y, ..22• ~ . , P•
2 ·I b1d.-, P• 20,5.

156

f'.
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The D1stinot1o
-·

--.....;.__;..;;;..;:;..

'11ho di s tinctio is the most highly. evolved form of
a spiritua l dictionary, which is different in that it
schema.ti zes.

I·t; is a descendant of the patJ'1Bt1o commen-

tari es and their al temati ve interpretations· of the s rune

word, and also of other older lists of Biblical words with
their meanings.

The Formulae SRiritali~ Intelligentiae of

St. Euch e1' of Ly ons and tho Clavis Soripturae
hleli to ar•e ex amples ef t hese old lists.

or

the pseudo-

It is actually a

table of ma ani ngs for each worJ, according to three or
four sense s , eac h illustrated by a Scripture text.

·rhe

r::eanings a1~e t:1en elaborated by listing the properti,es
and/or qµal t ties of the thing designated by the word, together with t he i nterpretation thereby suggested.

It is

I'eally a vez•y convenient way of grouping together the lore

of natural history and t he legends

or

the bestiary.

To

illast~ate, "The raven is blao!c, he feeds on carrion, he

cries 'eras, eras', herioe he signifies the wicked, blackened w1 th sin, who f oed on vanity, who procrast.i nate. nl

These distinctiones were colle.cted and sometimes arranged
alphabetiee.lly {e. g ., the Chanter's Summa~' and

D1st.1nctiones 'Mon-asticae), and so1aetimes as a conunen-

1 r h!.d., p. 20·2

-

rt.
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tary on the text of the Psalter.

An example of the latter

is the ProEos~tinus and Peter of Poit1ers• Di stinctiont!,!
supra Psalterium. 1
Langton•s Contributions
In connec t io:i. with the three great leaders ot the

Biblical-moral school, the Comestor, tha Chanter, and Langton, 1t is to ba remembered that their continual aim is always to go back to orig inals for full knowledge.

Especially

is this tendency not i ceable in Langton, whose method is to
make the Gloss his starting point, and then to check the
2

extracts by their originals.

He has a passion for recon-

ciling his a uthorities, thereby turning his lectures into a

sort of oonoordantia disco~dantia glosarum.3

Langton seems

to delight in emendations and collections of alternatives.
With regard to variations; Langton reels that as long as the
sense is more or less the aarae, the actual wording need not

concern us overmuch.

Iie usually contents himself with

giving two readings, and then suspends judgment.

His

reader or his audience make their own choice of the
two readings presented_
.4

l ~ - , p. 202
2

rr.

Ibid., P• 183.

3 Ibid., P• 193.

-

4Ibid., pp.

178-179.
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An excellen t resume of Langton's views on Scripture,

the failures and shortcomings of the Biblical-moral school,

and also the romedy for these failures 1s contained 1n the
following

excerpt from Smalley:

Langton sti l l lives in an Augustinian world of mirrors
and ref lections. Scripture, like the visible world, ls
a great mirror, reflecting God, and therefore all and
every kind of truth. Sor1.pture, like man, has a soul,
how much more iraportant than the body or letterl
While t hl s i s assumed, not all the common sense of
Lang ton c an d etect the flaw 1n the spiritual expositions;
not a ll the scholarship or Andre" can switch people' a
at t ent i on on to the letter. It ls significant t hat
the tr spir i t ual" excerpts from Langton' a glosses were
much more popular than tho lito;ral. The change could
only come a~out b y scholars' start10B from a fresh
assumption .
At this point, anothar expository phenomenon deserves
explanation.

We refer t o what is known in medieval eccles-

iast i c al h i s tory as t he Quaeationes.

They are especially

evident in the works of Manegold, Bruno, Anselm (1033-

1109}, and Ralph of Laon.

Gilbert the Universal, in his

continuous gloss on the }>salter, takes Bruno's oommen.tary
as his "expositor '' , and expands it into a definitely

9,uaestio forino
Quaestion ea ncm multiply in number, in relation to the

size of the commentary.

The length thereof is also increased

by the use of dialectic, each pupil enlarging on his master.

Hence, a new type of exposition is in evidence.
composed of t \To d i s tinat eletnents.

1Ib1d., P• 218.

It is

The running explanation

-.
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1a interrupted by thoological questions (quaestiones),
which the t ext or the expoaition thereof have suggested.
An exe.rupl e i n t he M~3na Glosatura of Peter Lombard on the

Pauline

~pi stl es o

It 1s full of quaostiono~. eugz;astad by

tre Glosn of Anse lm, uhich Lombard has incorporated into
his work.

Th e nex t log ic a l 1:.1 tage ls a commentaPy composed altogether of' guaos tiones, with no e;~planatory notes at all,

excerpted f rom t h eir original \vork and issued separately.

'l.'he quae s ·t, . ; ~ a ra then transf.o rred to an altogethar
diffet'?nt kind of vrorlk.

An example of this procedure is

gtven i n the Sen t ences, which aas quaestiones taken without
much v er bal change f rom the Magna Glosatura. 1
The Scholastic Viewpoint
At thLs c hr onolog1co.l point in history it would be
wall t o refe r t o ? ete1• Abela.rd ts views on Soripture, since
he plays uuch an important role in medieval theology.

He

tools that any err ors pi•ssent in Scripture are the result
of erroneous citat ions and faulty translation.

However,

like a number of others after him, he also makes a distinction botv,een important and unimportant elements in
Scripture.

uBy doubting we arrive at the truth.

n2

Bonaventura (1221~1274) presumably interprets Scripture

l Ib i d. , p.

50 tr.

2Farrar, .22• ~ . , p. 260

rt.

"

\
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with Scripture, but actually this is merely an 1ndisor1mi n ate us e of "parallel" passages.

This method was

not at a ll orig inal with him.

Of interest is his application of the Psalter to the Virgin Mary. 1
The thirt eenth century, of which the two scholars just
mentioned are notable representatives, is, for Bibli cal
studies, a time of beginnings.

It is characterized on the

one hand by an extravagance, and on the other by a sanity
unparalleled in earlier centuries, as is evidenced by the works
of Bonaventure, Albertus Magnus, and Thomas Aquinas.

In the

realm of spiritual exposition we find here death and decay;
in the literal s phere , new life. 2 Although the Franciscans
in their philosophy kept oloaer than the Dominicans to
St. Augus tine , Aristotle influenced their Biblical studies
to quite a gre at extent.
Decline of the Ph1lon1c Tradition
At soma

point in the thirteenth century, the commen-

tators finally n step back through the looking glass" out of
their world of reflections into everyday lite.

The first im-

pulse for this change seems to have come from religious ex-

perience.

The Ph1lonio tradition gradually loses 1-ts appeal,

collapsing into sheer fantasy even before Maimonides and
Aristotle supplanted and discredited it.

l

~ . , PP•

272-273•

2 smalley, 21?.•

£!!•,

PP• 219 and 221.

The "letter"
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Scripture has captured the affection as vell ae the intellect.

However, the great schoolmen, Albertus Magnus,

Thomas Aquinas, and Bonaventura were not J)1'1mar1ly Biblical
scholars.

Albez•tus Ms.gnus approached Scripture as a ph11&- ·

aopher, and the o·tber tvo approached Scripture as theolo-

gians.

This pr@occupation v1th Aristotle, vh1ch is so

characteristic of Scholastioism, enabled the Dominicans to
effect a chaD,ge in exegetical P1'1nc1ples.

At the same time,

hovever, this preoccupation tended to prevent this nev principle from baa.ring fruit.

1

Perhaps the moat outstanding

contributions of thirteenth century 5cholast1c1sm are a

revelation

or

the text of the Vulgate 1 and a number of

Biblical concordances~ l)l>oduced especially by the English
r-.

Dom1n1ca.ns.c:
B~con's Contributions .
Roger Bacon (1214-1294), however, denounced the
Scholastic approach to Scripture generally.

Specifically,

he denounced the arbitrary analysis by chapters, as well as

the arbitrary concordances and rhythms.. He himself preferred Hugh of

st. Victor's method. Bacon's contribution

to Biblical scholarship 1s three-told, and may be summarized
aa follovsi
l. Be compiled useful lists of current errors, false

1

Ibid., pp. 240-241.

2Wh1tne7, ..5?.i•

.£!1•,

Vol,· III, P• 7!J3,
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etymologies, etc., taken rmm the various aids to stUd.7.
2. He laid dovn rules both for the study ot the original and ror the restoration or the Latin.

3. Most 1mportmnt of all, he composed Greek and Bebrev
grammars, guaranteeing to teach enough Hebrew or Greek tor
reading purposes vithin three days by a certain method. 1
The Summa of Aquinas
Should we attempt to understand juQt what or vhy Bacon
orit1c1zed, we might briefly epitomize the entil'e Scholastic
system by referring to the Summa Theologica of Scholasticism•s
most ramous exponent, Aquinas.
The Summa opens vith. a statement of the vhole problem
of the literal and spiritual senses of Scripture and their
relat1onahip.

It takes the familiar distinction betveen

words and 'thines from the

~

Doctr].!!! Ohr±stian.a and fits

it into an Aristotelian framework.

Here God is the prin-

cipal author of Holy Scripture, vith the hwnan Vl'iters exJ)19essing their meaning by words.

God, however, can also

express His meaning by "things", 1~e., bJ historical
happeni.ngs.

The literal sense of Scripture, therefore, 1s

Ybat the human author expressed by his YOl'ds.

The

spil'itual senses a.re what the divine author expressed by
the events vhich the human author related.

lsmalley, .21?• ~ . , p. 244

r.

Since the Bible
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is the only book which has both a d i vine and a human author-

ship, only t he Bible can have both a literal and a spiritual
sense.

The problem of what is included· in the letter thus

solvos itself.

If "letter" is defined as the whole intention

of the inspi r ed writerp it makes no difference whether he
expresses hims elf in plain language, or symbolically, or
metaphoric ally.

The literal sense, according to Thomas, was

not the fi g ui~e of speech, but its content, that which it
fi gured.

The spiritual sense t hus was not derived from the

words of the writer, but from the sacred history in which he
was taking. p art, and whooe me.a ning at the time was known only

to God, its Author. 1

Defects of the Summa and of Scholasticism
The $umma as a whole, however, is characterized by a
lack of orig inality.
said earlier.

It merely repeats what the Fathers had

'.i.'here are excesses of exegesis, long and ver-

bose, not to mention irrelevant comments on Scripture, and

especially the juxtaposition of passages whose verbal similarity depends only on the

Vulgate.

An excellent example of

this is t he systematization of the Epistles into a pattern
to tit abstract doctrines.

2

Another authority scores the Schoolman even more
severely in the following words:

l ~ . , P• 234.
2Farrar, 21?.•

ill·,

P.• 270

t.

For having regard to their (Schoolman, s) system as a
whole, it cannot bo too clearly understood that to the
Bible, in the sense 1n which the Reformers began to
know it, Scholastioism was almost entirely a strange~.
What those d1alecticians looked for in their Vulgate
was something so remote from that which men sought
and found in the Bible or a later day, that to all
intents a.nd purposes \'18 1111ght be dealing with two
totally different booka.l
Actually, Scholastic exegesis resembled the Rabbinic

style , 1n that both adhered to their respective oral traditions.

'r'he unscriptural view of inspiration referred to

above (p. 23) was borrowed from the Rabbis and Alexan-

drians, and supported by methods borrowed from the pagan
philosophers, espocially Aristotla.2
Perhaps a brief resume of the defects in Scholastic
exegesis before treating another phase of medieval scholarship would not oe out of place here.

These, then are the

most outstanding defects in Scholastic Biblical scholarship, according to lt, arrar:3

1. Traditional and supePst!t1ous conception of inspiration; never any reference to the circwnstanoes under which
different parts were delivered.
2. Vassalage of philosophy within the bounds of the

Church's dogma on behalf of papal tyranny, usurpations, etc.

3.. tack

of equipment on the part ot the writers; poor

educational background.

1 n.w. Hoare, The Evolution ~ .!ill!, English Bible (London,
John Murray, 1901 )-:I). 44.
2

-

p. · 273 t.
1eo-181

Farrar, oo. cit.,
3

~-,

pp.
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~. Neglect of philology; impertact translations,
glosses, etc.

S.

Arb i trary juxtaposition of texts

!:.£2!!

Latin versions.

6. Use and abuse of dialectioa, sophistry, and logomachy.

7. Barbarous language;

obscure and meaningless words.

8. M1crological subtlety; "unwholesome and vermictll.ate
questionsn (Ba.con).

9. Worst of all, the four-fold, and sometimes even sevenand eight-fold :J.nterpretation.

10. Scripture thus became a sealed book, subjected to
all pap n.l and aoclesiastioal aberrations.

Chapter Division ..
A wor•d on the division of Scripture into chapters

would not be out of place here.

In lieu of standard chap-

ter divisions, it was a common practice to divide each book
into large sec_tions with a summary of the contents at the
head of each. ·These sections .were nwn.bered and known as
tituli.

Various other syat·ems of division were al.so in use,

some e iving fewer, some giving more chapters than our
PI'esent system.

The official text of Paris, as a matter

or

tact, was alpeady closely akin to our present arrangement,
and was gradually modified until as at present•

Through

the Paris text this particular division became the standard
everywhere.

Stephen Langton 1s ·generally given the credit

for this modern capitulation.

Re probably made this

8.l'rangement some time toward the end of bis teaohine
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per1od .. 1
The common practice of rofarring systematioally to
ohapters seems to have been begW'l arotl.Yld 1225 by Philip the

Ohanoellor.

Later., va:rio11S s ystems of aubclividing the chap-

ters were tr i ed, wh ich ul t1mntely led to the prosent arrange-

ment in verseso

Hugh of St. 9her, who organized the drawing

up of Bible concordances, may also have been the first to refer to these subdivisions of chapters by letters of the

alphabet. 2
The importance of Nicholas of Lyr.a (d. 1340) in the
h1etol'Y

or

iliblical scholarship is nowhere more clearly in-

dicated than 1n the little couplet which one finds in almost
every work of this period on this topic, viz,
Si L~,rra non lyr•asset,
Luther non saltaaset.

While this 1a undoubtedly an overstatement, it 1s not

stretching a point to say with Smalley that
He (Nicholas of Lyra) did more than any other writer
to break down the tvranny of eccles1ast ioal tradition
and to overthrow the · blind belief 1n the bad method
of many eenturies ••• After the death of Nicholas ot
LyTa there was no important addition to the study ot
3
Scr1.pture till the dawn of the ReformA.tion.

Although Nicholas did not completely abandon the
Scholastic viewpoint, still using, for -example, the "mystical"

or Scripture,

sense

and although he made this "mystical"

lsmalley, .21?.• cit., pp. 180-181.
2

Ib1d., p.

24-6.

3Ib1d., P• 277.
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sense dependent on the literal sense, he nevertheless made a
most worthwh ile contribution.

This "Jerome af the fourteenth

century0 is to be remembered for, his utilization ot the
studies oi' the French and Spanish JeVls.
Jewish interpret ations to those

or

Ofton he p,re:rerred

the FatherB.

he even p ut f'orth his own interpretation.

Sometimes

He preterred

especially t he studies of Rash1 (d. 1170), and Ma1monidas

(d. 1204).

Nicholas, t h e ~ ~ planus _!! utilis, had

sufficient erud i tion to see that many of the available
manuscri pts were corrupted.

He also had the v1e1on to see

the importance of the original languages.

His "rule o~

the thumb" was ~~.2,~ura loquitur secundum modum nostrum.
loquendi. 1
De cline of Scholast1c1sm.
After Nicholas, poor exegesis and patristic tradition
again became the order of the day..

Savonarola's comments

were, ot course, exclusively practical.

John Gerson lays

down some excellent principles, but makes them dependent
on the Church's authority.. Other exegetes of th1e period
who deserve only passing mention here are Pious ot Mirandola, who made use of Platonism and KabbalismJ Tostatus
( d.

1454),

who is remembered for his poor use of Ile brew

and irrelevant, useless questions; Turreoremata (d. 1~68),
Who blindly follow ed tradition, and Jacob Perez ot
l

Ibid., p. 274.
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Valentia (d. lli-92), who :nixed tra.d1t1on with the poorest
1"orme of RRbb i nism.

'.rhe ono n oteworth:, exception to this

rather d1 s cc uraglnc ~rra.y of bad oxegesia 1s John Wessel
( d.. 1L~9), whom even Luther appreoiated.1

Anoth er p ossib l e e icception is Jacques Lefevre de
Ete.ples ( Faber St apulensis, b. c s..

1455),

who is x•espons1ble

for a tra nsl at i on of the entire Bible into French.

But,

even more i mp ort a nt, he applied a lively critical sense to

the study of Scripture . and rovised the text of the Vulgate
according t o the Septuagint.

Ha himsolf actually ma.de no

1nno,,ations contrary te tradit i on, yet a~V1ays made a prac-

tice of re f erri n g heal.'ers to the actual words of Holy Writ

in a apirit of devotion~ Guiraud summarizes Lefevre'&
contr1buti cn as follows:

So Lef8vre de Etaples, without perhaps being fully
aware of the tendency or his teaching, enoo~aged his
pupils to t h e free interpretation of the Scripture,
fired t heir own. imaginations, and, wh1le' h1mself
rematning a Ct1.tholic priest ~evC:>utly att~ched to the
Church, prepared them for Protestantism.

The deoay of Scholasticism had begun already some
time before thi.s with Duns Scotus (d. 1308}, who dissolved

the union between faith and science.

He, together with

Raymond Lull (d. 1315), showed that the entire system
dealt with v1ords,. not w.1th things. 3

lFaz-rar, _22. ill·, p. 278 r.
2 Jean Guiraud "The Later Middle Ages", Eurirean C1v11ization, !ts ori'i~ snd Development (New York, 0 ord Un1ver-

sity

PresS:-1935, vol"': III, P• 676.
3Farrar, .21?.• £.!!•, p. 279.
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Not long after Duns Scotus another voice was raised in

behalf of ~

Sor1Rtur_!, that of John Wycliffe.

He

considered Sc ripture the f1n~l court or appeals, and in

1379

produced his

"on

the Truth or Holy scr1pture".l

we

shall study his work more thoroughly unde~ the heading "Translations" o

Befo 1"e leaving the topic of hermeneutics and

exegesis, we shall consider briefly the work of the Jewish

scholars in thi s particular field.
Jewish Schools and Their Contributions .
Throug hout the Middle Ages Hebrew seemed to be pre-

ferre d as st ud y over Greek.
made

At any rate, more progress was

in t he for mer than in the latter.

reasons for this state of affairs.

accessible.

There are several

Fil'st, Hebrew was more

Than , f or some inaxplioable reason, it seemed

to exert a great e r fascination.

Third, the approach to the

New Testament was .theological and devotional; 1t could not
be scholarly, because no new information p~esented itself.
But, on the other hand, Jews wera always in evidence, and

they were a storehouse of information.

Then, too, Jerome

was supposed to have preferred Hebrew, and Jerome always
exerted influence.

Fifth, native inclination and the pat-

ristic tradition persuaded the scholar that his best guide

to Scripture was the study of Hebrew and rabbinics.

lHoare, .2E.•
2

..£.!.i•, p. 80 t.
.

Smalley, 22.• ~ · , p. 264.
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Kara1sm
The different schools or thought regarding the interpretation of the text wh1oh were referred to above were reflected
also :tn the Jewish ranks of interpreters.
standing schools which later became

Karaism.

~

One

or

the more out- .

sect was that of

It was founded by Anan ban .David (r. ca. 760), and

is also known as the "Religion of the Text" from its insis-

tence on the return to the letter

repudiation of the Talmud.

or

Scripture and compl~te

Thus giving great impetus to the

study of the Bible, it held the Torah to be binding for all
time, and insisted especially on an ultra-strict, excessively
severe observance of the Sabbath.

The Karaites renounced

all ties with their opponents, whom they dubbed "Rabbanites".
After Anan• s death, schism aroao in·~tbe Karaite sect.

This

schism, in turn, caused the Karaites to study the Bible oven

more closely in order to strangthen their position against
thf) Rabbani tes.

With this ardent Bibl_e st1.1dy went a know-

ledge of Hebrew grammar and of the ·u~ssora, 1'.'hi~h, in turn,
produced many commentators on the Bible.
the contrary 1

The Rabbanites, on
1
produced little literary wol'k.

Early in the eighth century the enthusiasm of the Arabs

tor their language and the Koran was reflected in turn in
1 Heinrich Graetz, Historx or the Jews {Philadelphia,
The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1941), Vol. III,
p. 136.
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the · Jewish love for Hebrew and the Old Testament.

But, 1n

order to recover what had been lost for centuries, vowel .
signs were needed in those passages especially which were not
fami liar through frequent publio reading.

The vowel signs

as we kn ow them in our Hebrew Bibles today were invented

either in Babylonia or in Tiber1aa, the punctuators being
gµided p artly by tradition, and partly by their sense of
languac;e, or "Sprachge f tlhl ''.

or

course, a natural result

of this vowel s ys tem was a grasp and understanding
Scripture by t he comrnon people.

or

Hebrew was now no longer

a dead language .

The barrier between the learned ( Chacham.)
and t he unlearned (Am-ha.. arez) we.a being broken down. 1
The Rational School .

Up unt i l this time two syst~ms ot exegesis ha~ been
in use, the Halachic and the M1drash1o • . The former was an
authoritative exposition of the Old Testament to determine
the rule (halacha) of lite.

This ceased, however, with the

close of the Talmud in 500 A.D.

The · »1drash was of a

-

homiletical nature, which treated Scripture as a peg upon
which to hang moral doctrine and edifying tales.

How a

third was added by Ras hi ( 1040-1105), the 11 teral, or
rational syst em.

This s ystem was stimulated by a

grammar and a dictionary 1n Hebrew compiled by Spanish

Jews.

This third system, it should be noted, does not

l Ibid., pp. 111-112.
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constitutes a break With tradition.

Although this third

system often conflict a with the Ualaohio method, 1 t never
. .
excludes ito This movement, the literal method, although
continued by such outstanding men ot Rash1•a school as
Joseph Kra, Rash.barn, Eliezer of Baaugenoy and Joseph Bekhor,
ended later in the twelfth century 1~ ravar or strict orthodoxy.l

Three important characteristics ot this third school

are to be especially noted, viz.:

1. A fondness for explaining Scripture by rsterring to
the country of their residence;
2. Freedom and frankness in criticizing and disagreeing with their reapactive predecessors and contem-

poraries,' and
3. The uae · of tho vernacular (Fre"hch).

Most important was the attempt of rationalism or naturalism
to reduce Biblical rniracles to normal and natural phenomena.2
Ibn-Ezra, Maimonides, t{achmani

A brief survey of the lives of the most famous
scholars of this era will suttioe to summarize the Jewish
contributions to Biblical sc~olarsh1p.
Abraham ben Meir Ibn-Ezra of Toledo (1088-1167) wrote
a commentary on the Pentateuch, making it his task to fix

l Ibid., p. 122 tt . _

-

2 Ib1d.

,. ,.
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the natural meani n g or the text.

He w:rote in a very

artistic f orin, a nd , althouc;h he ment1onod the four common
methods of intarpretat1on (literal, moral:, myetioal, and
anagog1cal) :: h e als o e:-<:p:!'ess ly avoided them. · Because of this

work, Ibn-Ezra became t he leader of a school noted for its
ternperata, c a reful and scientific exposition of the Bible.

By opposing t he obsourtty of Agadic explanation, he became

r~w

the le ader among t he

enl 1ghtene!i minds of that time.

Although Ibn-Ezra denounced every variation trom the
J&aasoI'a as h eretical, yet he seems to doubt the authorship of the Penta teuch, auggosting that certain passages

in the Torah a!'e 5.nsert1ons made at a later date.

He only

hints at t h i s conclusion, however, without making any

det'ini te sta t e ment a • 1

Perhaps this is the beginning of

higher criticism.
Moses Ibn-Ma imun ( Maimonides, 1135-1204), "Light of
the West~, "Eagle of the .R abbis", attempted to harmonize
reason and revelation, denying the existence

er

heaven and

hell, moat of the miracles, prophecy,l and direct communication wi th God .

By taking such a stand, he caused ,a wide

split in Judalsm, although even tod~y he 1s still venerated
2
as a physician and a scholar.

Moses Nachmani (d. oa. 1270), a Spanish rabbi exiled
in

-

1267, went to Palestine, where he was especially success-

.........

-

l Ibid., p ~
2

!b1~ •• P•

373.

487

f.

tul 1n arousing inter~st in Holy Writ "of which the Oriental
Jews were entirely ignorant".
oomposad h is Commen·t;a.rl ~

chief work» the ~position

Ii'or th1.s purpose, Nachman!

2 Bible, and especially
or~ Pentateuch, which,

his
although

of ICabbs.l i st1o bent , has only slight ret'erencea to the
Kabb&la in t h i s particular wo~k.

After Nachman!, the

attontion- o f t he Spanish Nibbis wtia devoted almost exclusively to the 'l 'al(nud, and i31hlo study and philoaopii'y were for-

gotten.1
Med i eva l he 1~men eut i cs and exegesis therefore fall into

four outats.nd i ng phases~ namely,
l. r.i:1 h e fir s t phase which is charaotefized by tz1e

rearrang ement, c omparison( and discussion of the Latin
Fathers, vii t h exceptional attempts to tap other sources,
the Greeks and the Jews.
2. The secontl phat:1<:1 ia characterized by a study of the
classical works on grammar, rhetorio and dialectic, and their
application to Scripture.

This coin~ided with the revival

of theological discussion in the eleventh century, and
honce, attention to doctr·ine at the expense of scholarship.•
\

3.• The thircl phase, beginning 1n the twelfth century,

was inspired by a fresh reaainG of Augustine• Gregory and
Jerome..

Here i s evident a spir·i tual interpretation, which

conveys mystical and l"eligious feeling and teaching.•

l

~ - , pp. 607-609 .•

2 Smalley, .2E.• o 1t., pp.• 266-267.•
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literal interpretat ion , Bihrn1ty1ng interest in Biblical
history and 1n t he orig inal form and meaning of the sacred

text, 1s also evident.

This leads to a study of Hebrew

and the rabbinic trad1t1ons and contact with the oontem•
porary school of Rashi.

J.i.. The fou1»t h ph a s ~ bogins with the l"eoept1on of
Maimonides a nd t h e p hilotiophio al works of Aristotle.

The

twelft h century r e di.soovered Biblical scholarship, and
the thirtee nt h c entury 1•edis covered exegesis.

CHAPrER III
SCRIPTURE TRANSLATIONS
In this chapter we propose to examine Biblical scholarship from . the viewpoint of t.t•analation, since Scripture
obviously cannot be studied unless one is ~amiliar with ~he

tongue 1n which it 1s written.

Admittedly Latin predomin-

ated throughout the iliddle Ages~

t'h1s no ono

denies.

Yet

what ol' the vast untutored · m.1 .1ltitudee who never entered a
monastery or a nunnery?
This question troubled many no_b le spirits also in that
bygone era, and t heil" attempts to put Sel'ipture into the
vernaculars , attempts which in many cases approach the
heroic, are t he subject of this chapter.
I

Perhaps t he earliest, as well as the crudest attempt
along that line was that of the poet and singer Caedmon
(tl. ca. 670 A. D.), who is called the "Amos of l:mglish
literature'' • 1 As with many other personages of this era,
he, too, ls enveloped in a base of ancient tact and fancy,
or history and fantasy, of ctroumstanoe and visions.

As

the legend goes, Caedmon was told in a dream by the Virgin
that he should s ing the story of God's goodness to man.
Never having had the benefits

or

even rudimentary education,

Caedmon was at first understandably skeptical.

--------

1Hoare, ~· ~ . , p •. 24-

tr.
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assurance, however, on the pQltt of his supernatural visitor
soon overcamo his doubt aa well as that of hie contemporaries,
and his status was summQitily changed r~om that or swineherd

to court singer.

Hoare characterizes him as follows:

He was a poet, probably ot mixed Celtic and Saxon
blood, a1"'.'.d the earliest of ou~ English singers. To the
music of hls native harp the Bible stox-y, 1n the torm
of a poetic pa:raµhrase, begins to pass out of 1ts old
Latin into its new English dress ••• his poeiry was, in
truth, the only Bible of the Anglo-S,u:ona.

At about t;his titne, Caedmon's more famous and learned
countryman, the Venerable BadA, also translated into AngloSaxon the Gc,spel of St .. · John.

FN>m his choice

or

the Fourth

Gospel as the object of his labors, scholars have assumed

that the other 1;hI•ee wore already tranalated. 2
ever, leaven r o om for doubt..

Thia, how-

The story .goes that B'3de, old,

sick and decrepit, expecting death any day, managed to dictate the last versos of his translation to the faithful
scribes who st·ood by.

History, aa well aa our knowledge

of the man•s piaty,puta this story within the ~ealm of the
highly probable.

Th-is, howeve!", wolll.d militate against the

contention that the other three Gospel~ were already trans-

lated.
Alfred the Gre:.rt ( 81~9-901) began a serieB of translations

or

oei-t.ain portJ.ons

or

scripture.

Thest:t translatlo'l'\s ""re

often prompted by motives c:,thar than the des1:r:te to give the

1 Ib!d.,

--

-

2r
-~O id
. • , P•
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people Scripture in t heir ovn tongue. ·Alfred, as part of
bis progr am ot r e viving the native literature, translated,
or caused -to be transla ted, the Ten Commandments, vbicb

were then pla ced a t t he head or his Book of Lava.

This,

together with an unfinished version of the Psalms, seems to
have been his contr ibut ion. 1 ·

The earli est t ranslations of the Gospels in this period
are interlinear in f or m, like Alfred's versions of the
Psalms.

One of these interlinear versions, done by nAldred,

a l)l'1est of' Holy I sle 11 , somevhel!e in the middle of the tenth

century, is the now famous "Lindisfarne Gospels", so called
because they vere copi ed out by Eadfrith, bishop of Lindisfarne.

About a geners.-tion later, MacRegol, an Irish priest,

produced 'the equally famous "Rushworth Gosi:ols", and also
an A.nglo-Se.xon g loss.

2

Tovarcl ·the e nd of t he tenth ce~tury, Abbot Aelfric pro-

duced an Anglo-Saxon translation of the Pentateuch, Joshua,

Judges, Esther , Job, part of Kings., and Jud!tp and MaccaHe did this for the specific purpose

bees.

or

arousing the

i>at:r1ot1c spirit of the Danes. 3 Ve think of good 5!.shop
Ultilas• reason for refusing to include the books of Kings
1n his Gothic version of the Bible, rearing that its reading

Vould only. increase the warlike spirit of his people1
l

~ . , p. 32., f.

2

-·
-·

3

Ib1d

Ibid
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repeat, ev'1n transl ator-a of the Bible 8.l'e not without
their ulter i or mot iveso
Th~ l101.,t!lan o oa ques t s &t,mu to ·hnvo left the stream of

versions and tt'"ansla.t i ons untouohe<l.

The "OPmuluatt ea:rly

thirtoonth c entur y) , "Gti:raor IAundi'', a.a well as a rhyroed
11

Stot'y of (lenesis e.nd Exodu.s'' appoared, all in Norman-

Frenoh.1
A -1~eully s cholarl y at teupt to tissue a or1 tioal vora 1on

ot

the Old 'l.\ es tament was made b7 Saadlah ben Joseph

Fayyum, Upper Egyp t (892-942).

ot

Ho ia the founder of

ao1ont1f1o Jud aism among tho tlab'oani tea, a.a woll aa the

or1g~nator ot relig ious philosophy in the H1ddle Agos.
translated t he Old Testament into Arabic.
lation he then addGd explanatoi>y nctes.
hia tlwee rans ons

He

To this truna'lhe followi~ are

f o1• doin~ this:

l. He w1sh.od to make the l>ibltJ

a.ccoesiblo to tho people.

2. !le vti nhad to oounteraot tlhe 1nfluenoe of Kara1am,
•h1oh t:ried t o 1:efuta Talmudic Judaism tbrouith ita oxogesis.

J. Ho wante d t o rernova popular m1sconoeptions and
counteract t he i nfluence

or

the ~atioa "which rendered the

words or the Bible l1torally, and thua gave an unworthy
2
desor1ptlon of the Godhead. t•
Ben Joseph t avo1"ed the "phl-l oaophical idea, which oon-

oei.-ea God in Uis e:italtedneao a1:1d holiness to be a spirit."
l
2

Ibid., PP• 37.38.

O~aetz, .22•

!!l•,

PP• 189-190.
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He thereby attempt ed to satisfy both reason and the Talmudic traditiono

According to lDen Joseph. the contradiction

between the Bible and reason 1s only surface in nature.
belief h i s transla tion was to be dedicated. 1

To

Another ver sion, made about a generation betore W7cl1f'fe's,
but very seldom mentioned, is that

or

John of Mijnte Corv1no•s

translation of the Psalms and the Nev Testament into Tartar.
John vas t he f irst archbi shop of Pekin, vho is also responsible for

number of bishoprics and monasteries in China.
2
He vorlted i n the Far EB.st from 1289 to 1328.
&

John Wycl i ffe (d. 1384) seems to have been the first
Englishma n not only to conceive the idea of translating the
vhole Bible into English, but also the idea of actually

putting t he pr oject into reality. 3 In fact, ve have two
complete ver s1one of the Vulgate from Wycliffe.

The first

is very l i t eral, attempting to produce as closely as

possible t he La.t in idiom.

As a result, this version is

often obscure and unreadableo

The seco~ version is a free

translation i nto running English . and is acoordinglJ more
intelligible to readers incapabl~ of understanding the Latin
construction.

Ho seems to have begun the literal version.

aithough there is no evidence that he actually did any or
the translating himself.

Instead, in Arundell's vords, he

1Ib1d.

2

Wh1tney, .!21•

ill••

P• 753•

3Hoare • .2.i• cit., PP• 85-86.
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"devised the expedient".

The second version vas probably

begun by him during his lifetime . and seems to have been
finished before 1395-97. 1
Strange as it may seem, it was apparentlJ in the land of
the Reformation that the Bible had been most v1dely spread.
According to one authority, German Bibles vere among the
most commonly printed books.

About 100 editions made tbeil'

appearance before 1500.

Unfortunately, little or nothing is
known of the translators and/or the revisers thereor. 2
The accompanying table lists the translations alphabetically by languages, and is useful also in shoving ju~t

vhich centU1,1as saw the greatest activity 1n Bible trans-

lations.

While the period between the seventh and the

twelfth centuries aav numerous translations~ a decided increase 1n the number of translations begins in the thirteenth century.

The table also indicates that there are

relatively rev translations of the entil'e Bible, and that
these translations are by no means confined to •DJ one era

or to any one ramily ot languages.
1'Wh1tney .. ~· cit., Vol. VII, PP• 504-505.
2

Guiraud, ~· cit., p. 602.

TABLE
TRANSLAT IONS (~rior to 14.$0) 1

Language
Anglo-Saxon
Anglo-Sax on
Anglo .. saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Arabic

Armenian
Bohemian
Catalan
Catalan
Dutch
Dutch

English
Ethiopic
French
German
German
Low German
Georgian
Gothic
Hungar•1an

Icelandic

Italian
Lat i n

Norwegian
Persian

Polish
Provencal
Romance
Slavonic
Spanish
Swedish
Vaudoi·s

Year of Trans.
---7th Oentury

8th Century
9th Century
10th Contury

8th Century
!,th Century

9th ·C entury
ll+th Century

15th
12th
13t h
14th
6th or
13th
11th
l.3th

11th
$th
4th
15th
13th

Oentury

Century

Century

Century
7th cent.
Century
Centucy
Century
Century
century
Century
Century
Century
Century

13th
4th or 5th Can•
1q.th Century

14th Century

14th Century
12th aent ury

12th Century
9th Century
13th Century
15th century
14th Century

Portion Translated

Gaedmon•s Paraphrases
Bede's John 1 to 6,9
Psalms
Gospels
Psalms

Entire Bible
Entire Bible(?)
Psalms
Entire Bible

Acts

Entire Bible
Entire Bible
Entire. Bible

Entire Bible
Song of Solomon
Matthew i n part
Psalms
Entire Bible
Most of Bible
Gospels,Pss., S. of S.
P~ta or Ex. & Deut.
Gospels
Vulgate

Historical Bo0ks
Parts

Gospels

New Testament
Parts
Bible(?)
Pent., Pas., N.T.
Paraphrase of Pent.

New Testament

1 Er1c North, ed., The Book .2£. a Thousand Tongues,
(New York, Harper & Broi7; !eyjff), P• 37.

CHAPTER IV
PEDAGOGY
In addition to the material available on the cathedral
and monastic schools, very little is known of the pedagogical propensiti e s of

ship is concerned.

the Middle Ages, where Biblical scholarWhat Butts has to say of ·medieval theology

1n general . also e.pplie~ ·.;o Biblical scholarship, in the

narrow sense.

He. summarizes the aituation ·1n the

following

words:
In the early Middle Ages theology, or course, had been
an important study in the monastic and · cathedral schools,
but · in the hands of the Augustinian theologians it had
been clos ely interwoven with other studies rather than
separ a t ed from them •••• In the thirteenth century, the
introd uc tion of Aris totelian acienc! greatly influenced
the faculties or arts and theology.
Bible study and Biblical pedagogy, like theology, were
almost insepar ably joined with Nao-Platonic concepts and
Aristotelian logic.
.....

Just how far Neo-Platanic concepts and

Ar1stotel1an1sm influenced medieval Bible study, however, la
beyond the scope

or

this paper.

Suffice it to say that

these two influences gradually declined 1n the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries , ~nd finally met their Waterloo in
the Refo~mation and post~Reformation eras.
Oaasiodorua (c. 490-583) laid down some interesting

1 R. Freeman Butts, A Cultural History .2.! Education
(New York, McGraw-Hill Book Oo., 1947), P• 192 •
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requirements for h is Calabrian monastery at Vivarium.

Be-

fore one could be considered qual i fied to ascertain the
meaning of t he s acred books, he must be able to examine
and compare the older versions, both Greek and Latin.
he has fixed t he text, he can begin to interpret.

After

Casaio-

dorus made a r ui~ther con tribution along this line by writing
a companion ·i;o Bibli cal studies 1n the form ot a Latin

version of Jos e phus ' Antiquities.

Even more popular, how-

ever, was hi s voluminous commentary on the Psalms, together
with a v alua ble though incomplete version of· Clement of

Alexandr i a ' s notes on the Catholic Epistles~
stressed

grammar.

!I

He -especially

or t ho graphy", which today would also include
At the ripe old age of 93, he wrote£! Ortho-

graphia, e.t the same time r.ecommending a number of oJ.der
writers on the subject.

Oassiodor us was also not averse to the use of supplementary material, h1stopical and geographical, as aids to
Bible study.

At his behest, Ep1phan1us translated into

Lat i n the historical works of church historians Socrates,
Sozomen and Theodoret, calling the translation Historia
Tripartita .l
In Britain, Biblical pedagogy seemed to be progressing,
it we can tako Bede's word for it~

In Book IV of his Opera

H1stor1ca2 he mentions the fact that Archbishop Theodore of

1wh1tney,

.2l?..

ill•,

pp.

4.86-48 7 •

2Bede, opera Historica, trans. J.E. King (New York,
O. P. Putnam's Sons, 1930), Vol. II, ~P· 12-lJ •

ti •
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Tarsus and Hadrian the Abbot taught the people sacred as
well as secular knowledge, thereby attracting other scholars
to them, "so that the1..e . were enough teachers of Scztipture

available for anyone who wanted to learn".

Bede himself,

the author of a translation of a portion of St. John into
Anglo-Saxon,} realizod the neceaeity for continuous study ot
Scripture.

He·felt this especially necessary for the clergy,

and, in a letter to Bishop Egbert, exhorted him to a diligent study of the Bible, oapecially, for obvious reasons,
to a study of the letters to Timothy and Tltus. 1
If the bishops and abbots were urged to study Scripture, monks and nuns were no less exhorted.
letter to Laet a.,

,,f th

Jerome's famous

interesting s1.del1ghts on his own

opinions, is worth quoting in part, at least.

The quo-

tation is given hore as found in Ulich' s Three Thousand
Years

.2.£.

Educational Wisdom.

Let her begin by laarning the Psalter and then let her
gather rules of life out of the Proverbs of Solomon.
From the Preacher let her ga1n the habit of despising
the world and its vanities. Let her follow the
example sot in Job of virtue and of patience. Then let
her pass on to the Gospels, never to be laid aside once
they have been taken in hand. Let her also drink with
a w1111n~ heart the Acts of the Apostles and the
Epistles: As soon as she has enriched the otorehouse of her mind with these treasures, let her commit
to memory the prophets, the Heptateuch, the books of
Kings and of Chronicles, the rolls also of Ezra and
Bather. When she has done all these, she may safely
read the Song of Songs, but no~ before •••• Let her
avoid all apocryphal writings.

l ~ . , P• 449•
2Robert Ulich, Three Thousand Years£!. Educational
Wisdom, (Cambridge, Harvara Universlty Press, 194?), P• l 68.•
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Gregory the Great

(540-604) believed that education

in Scripture should emphasize Christian morals.
quently he wrote Moralia

~

Conse-

l2!?., an allegorical commen-

tary on Job.

It was written to show the right way of living

here and now.

Gregory has Job typifying Ohr1at, Job• s wife

typifying t he temptations of the flesh, and
lors typ ifying the heresiarcha. 1

Job's counsel-

Abel ard ( 107l~-114,2) wrote to Heloise a letter similar
in import and object to Jerome's quoted above.

It, too,

suggests a course of instruction tor female ,monastics.
Abelard, h owever, seems to have felt the necessity for even
moro education t han Jerome deemed necessary..

Hebrew and

Greek, Abelard advised, should also be included in the
women's cur~iculum.

Since the teaching of Scripture

in t he secul ar schools had by this time become subservient
to the liberal arts, Abelard proposed a return to the
scholarly ideal of the old leotio divina -and cites as his
authority Jerome, as quoted above. 2
He seems to have felt very strongly about education
of the youth for economic purposes, and holds in very high
esteem the Je\1:i sh love of Scriptural learning for 1 ts own
sake, a s is evident f1'orn the following quotation:

If the Christians educate their sons, they do so not
for God, but for gain, in order that the one brother,
if ho be a clerk, may help his father and mother and
1 Rand, 2E.• ~ . , P• 31
2

smalley, ~·~-,PP•

55-56.

his other l>rotb.ai.•s. '}~htty say that a oleX'k will have
no boil' and whatever he has will be oura and the
. oth,,r brothers' o A 'black clonk and hood to go to church
1n, and his nw•plloe, will be enough tor him. But the
Jews, out of zeal for God, and love or the taw, put
as many s.orHs ns they have to lotters howevel' pool'
and if' a J6W had tan eons, ho would put them all t~
lat ters, not for gain,. as t~e Christiana do, but ro1•
t;he understanding ot uof •·s lnw, and not only his aona,
but alee, his daughte~s.
By tha tima the eleven.t h and t~elfth centuries arr1vod,

B1bl1oal acholo.rah1.J> :tn tho cathedt>al aohools and elsewhere had
deolinedo

The t;ondoncy umonu the t'J.asters of the era was to iden-

tity exegus1s with thoolor;y, · the Psalter and the Pauline
Epistles boin~~ t h eir favorits subjects

or

attention.

Original

work on thil Law, the. Old Testament histGrioal booka, the

Proph~ts, Gos pels and Acts seems to be lacking altogether.
Thia I'esusl ted f 1..orn thtt reception and use of A~iatotelian logic,

canon and c1v1l lnwo

rrhase outside interests, together ·

with the urgent need fo1• apoculation and discussion, produoftd

an atmosphe1~e of haste Wloonducivo to speo1al1zat1~n 1n
liibltoal s cholarship.

The masters

or

the cathedral schools bad

ne1 ther th,~ tira!:t nor the tra1ni.ng to epe.o1al1ze 1n a "ery
technioEil branch of Bible study, and, ot course, the st.udenta

reflected thie cond1t1on.

h"'ven the laat of the great monastic

schools., tlle one at Bee, waa no oxcept1on.

tts... renowned ·

~aster, La1r1f'rano, was a.i.l4W13l" and a lo~s1o1an.
hie pupil, Ansc,lm

e>t

'l'he works of

Qant.or-b1u,y1 mo•tly philoaophioal in nature,

seem to he.va ,tol1psod t-h~ SU.blical works, now lost.

libido p
2 Ib1d., P•

S4.

2

Anotbe:r.• ped~t~ogical dev1ee, common today, but untnovn
1n learned wot"lUJ be.fora the tveltth cent~J, is the use ot

Up mitil this time, e~empla were cou1dered necea-

exem~o

aary and l.FOIJEJl. . foF la.y 1nstl'uct1ono

The Chanter 18 the

f"irst to introduce ~,temple. syetematicall7 into h1s lectures,
thereby bVl!!iJing a method of elementary education into the
olessroo.. o

to

VbO!ll

Pei--bepa he vas thinking

h is pupiJ.t1 vould ~eacho

or

the la7 congregations

He has a very bigb regard

&M e. h~ml.th~f reopeot for exem.E,l!, as 1a evident 1£ one

~eeds the follouin,~ quotations

Bxemplu., ~overbs and other devices are, so to speak,
tho spices of the spiritual exegesis. The real aubje~t of the leeture is the technique ot the exegea1e
it~elf) hov to ~~1nq. tbe oorn ot Scripture into the
bread ot t~opolo&7 0~he ·ib:tu,toetitb. century vae also the backdrop tor voat,
to t he ~CX!.e~n vievpoint, v2s a rather unusual method or

- ......

im~trut~tlo,io Ta{, ...............
baehelariue biblicus, or pupil-teacher,
had t ha ·tatJk of :~eading s.nd oontruing the text and the

glos2 :tn lectures. for beginnere, vhile the master expounded
the doctx,,inal eontent to the mol'e advanced students.

Under

tbio 01stem Lenfr$nc e.nd Anselm composed and read aloud

theu• ovn textbooks, s t the same t:me giving their ovn
magtste~1al interPl'etation. 2
fhus, vhile Scripture was b7 no means enti1'el7 forgotten er ignored in the schools, its J'OS1t1on vae det1n1tely
l Jl.!!•, P• 212, f.

2 Ib1d.

-

u I

secondary t o c an on law, logic, and systematic theology.

CHAPTER V

THE BIBLE AND THE

LAITY

In this chapter, two schools
ted.

or

thought are represen-

The one contends that the Bi~le was widely used by

the medieval laity, and the other contends that it was not.
The arguments for each c ase are herewith presented in that
order.
According to the Ecclesiastical Reviewt the reading ot
the per1oop1c systoms in church, as well as their explanation
in the sermons, did not satisfy the piety · of the people.

Aa a

result, the laity,. man&ged to procure thei:r own copies or
portions of Scripture, which inoluded explanations for use
in private meditations at home.
that just prior to

1501 249

F1gur8B are cited to show

editions~ consisting

or ·124,soo

copies, had been printed and placed upon the book-market.

Ot these, 133 editions were in µatin,

S4

were in German, 26

in Italian, 24 in Dutch or Flemish, 7 in French,
Spanish, and one edition in Croatian.
prised about 500 copies.

4 in

Each edition com-

With the exception of 13 Latin

editions, which seem to have been used in churches fer
public reading, all were provided with commentaries.
According to this same periodical, J9S editions (264,000

lJohn M Lenhart "The Bi.ble as Meditation Book ot
the Medieval.Laity", Eoolesiastioa~ Review, Vol. 101, (Sep.

1939),

p.

196.
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so
copies) of the Psalter were published from

l4S7

until 1s20,

in addition to 20 editions of the seven penitential paalms.

1

The Psalteri~~ Abbreviatum .§_. H1eronym1 seems to have enjoyed extensive popularity._ It consisted of verses selected
from certain psalms and embellished in some editions with
woodcuts and borders.

Five editions in Latin and two in

Italian were issued before 1500 in handy volumes of from
100 to 120 pages o

"The artistic makeup as well as the

content shows that these booklets were intended for the use
of tha la1 ty. nZ

Additional proof for the widespread use of the Bible
among ·the

laity is offered by citing tho tact that all the

commentaries on Job, the Prophets, and the Gospels are
supposed to have been used tor purposes of meditation.

Lenhart adduces fµrther proof in the following words:
The historical books of the Old Testament were intensely studied in school in the summaries compiled
by Poter Gomeator, Peter Aureoli, and others. Adults
surely read these Bible Histories for edification
also.J
Thia same authority proceeds tOQdraw his conclusions
on the basis of somo more statistics to the effect that

704,500 copies of parts of the ~1ble were printed
in Europe from 1466 to 1520. At this time about 130

about

million people lived in Europe.
this number

4-i

million clergy and nobility w~o used only

1 Ibid.

-!ill·,

2

After he has deducted from

P• 205.

3~-, P• 212.
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printed books, and deducting also

15~ ot the total

population as being children under

6 years ot age, and hence

unable to read, Lenhart concludes that there was about
one med:t tation-book to every 156 adults, and a Biblical
prayer book in every nine families.

Parts of the Bible

used as textbooks in school and as service books 1n church,
together with reprints used for miscellaneous purposes,
are no t included in the above reckoning.l
Added to this statistical evidence,· we have a statement

from Smalley as follows, "The Bible was the moat studied
bool~ of the Middle Ages.
est branch of learning. 11 2
copie s

or

Bible study represented the highHoare records the fact that 170

the Bible or parts thereof have survived for more

than 500 years, most of them written between 14,20 and

1450.

The larg e maj ority of surviving manusc?tipts are "of pocket
size, and were obviously intended tor ordinary folk, and for
their daily use.

The testimony of Foxe, if we can rely on

it, is in a similar direction.

Considerable awns, he

says, were paid even for detached sheets, and as much as a
load of hay for tho loan of a. whole Testament for an hour
a day."3
The evidence seems to favor the beliet that the Bible
. was the common property of the laity

-

or

the Middle Ages.

l!bid., P• 217 t.
2 smalley, .2E.• ~-, Introduction, b.
)Hoare, 22.• ~., P•

90 r.
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However, most of tho dates quoted above tor the pro4uct1oa

of nl l these p3rta of Scr1ptU1'e begin, at the earl.1-•t• 111
ths rourtee11th centlµ'y.

Nothing is aald

ot earlier era,s .

Again~ the populet1on figures 1 ae vell ae the exect number
of editions c.u~cw.e.ted, are admittedly gueanork alld

estimates , and should tnorefore 'be taken tor such.
Fu-rthe!'mo:re , it 1s needless to point out not only tbe great

p~ssibi lity ?o~ inacoU:tt&oy~ but alao the mere fact that a
certai n numlx,r

'of

copies or editions did exist, 1n no vay

refleetu on the personal piet1 of the people.

Witchcraft

and Kabbs lism {the use ot Scripture tor incantation purpos e s ) llere very wides·pread at th!s time ; and must aleo
be tuken into account.

.Also, at the time when Wycliffe' e

versions ap1>3a~ed, detected copies vere seized and destroyed.
Again., the p:syment of a load ot· hay, aa mentioned above,
for the use of a Bible tor one hour, vould aJ.so seem to
indicate that the Bible was then yet quite a rar1t7.

People as a general ~ule don't especially go out of their
wa,· f ~ the common and the ord1D&l'f, as vitnesseci
popular apathy toward ScriptUH today.

by

tho

Ai-cbbishop Arundel

declazaed, 1n a statute of 1408, that it was illegal

to

read

any or Wycliffe's writings and/o~ translations within the

p.rov1nce or canterburj, unless. "such work shall have been
first examined, and unanimously approved, 'bJ the Un1vei-a1ties
of Oxtoi,d and Caml:tr!dge. 01

, ..
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Two centuries or more previous to this decree, lay men

and womon !n

Lorraine, in tho Metz diocese, held private

group meetings for the purponea of reading a French tranG•
le.ti.on of certain books of tho B!ble, and, to their undying

credit, r•ot"'used to d1r,continue this practice, oven atter
repeated disdainful admonitions by ·their parish p:riests.

Innooont III deolared that the mysteries of the faith wore

not for all men.l
Tho Albig.0nsian llaove!J:ltJnt t•eaulti:Jd in the def1n1 te prohihi t1or. by t~h .. Gounc1l. o!' ~!oulouse ( 1229) ot Bibles among
the 1 ~:lt ·y . n~., a~ Ho·~i·o pij',jinta out2 , B:t.bl1cally-eduoated
cl ~n ·gy v,are oonsidored the exoeption to the rule, then

gr•ave doubts about the Biblical traininf~ of the laity and

tho1r fam111al"1ty with Scripture must bo maintained~

lawatk1n, £.a•~., Vol. VI, P• 20
2
Hoare, 21?.• ~·• P• 87.

OHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The study of the Bible in the Middle Ages 1s indeed an
involved story, and one that will long remain incomplete.
Certain f a cts, however, are apparent as a result of the foregoing study.
It seems to be certain that indeterminate numbers of

the laity §id possess the Bible, or parts thereof.

It is

also cert ain tha t it was difficult, often impossible, to obtain a Bible, or a pa.rt of it, especially before the invention of printing.
Even t he scholars vere often sidetracked from a
thorough study of Scripture by glosses, quaestionea, exempla
and other devices.

Insufficient credit, however, seems to

have been given the Jewish scholars, who devoted tremendous
energy and learning to the study of Scripture.

Nor was

their l a bo1• lost on their Gentile contemporaries.

Massoretic vowel-points are a good example

or

The

their contri-

butions.

'While it is true that Scripture· vas not and could not
have b$en too freely circulated, yet it vas not always chained
down to ·a monastery library.

.

Until more evidence from yet

untouched manuscripts is forthcoming, any conclusions which
may be drawn must rest on these facts.
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